The optical afterglow of GRB 010222 was observed using the recently installed 2-m telescope at the Indian Astronomical Observatory, Hanle, and the telescopes at the Vainu Bappu Observatory, Kavalur, beginning ∼ 0.6 day after the detection of the event. The results based on these photometric observations combined with others reported in the literature are presented in this paper. The R band light curve shows an initial decline of intensities proportional to t −0.542 which steepens, after 10.3 hours, to t −1.263 . Following the model of collimated outflow, the early break in the light curve implies a very narrow beam angle (∼ 2 • − 3 • ). The two decay rates are consistent with the standard jet model in a uniform density ambient medium, but require a hard spectrum of electron power density with p ∼ 1.5. The early spectral energy distribution derived using published fluxes in different bands and our R band light curve suggests that the ambient density is low: n ∼ 0.1 − 1 cm −3 . GRB 010222 is thus an example of a highly collimated outflow with a hard spectrum of electron energy distribution in a low density environment.
Introduction
GRB 010222, one of the brightest bursts detected so far, was detected in both the Gamma-Ray Burst (GRB) Monitor and the Wide Field Camera-1 (WFC) aboard the BeppoSAX satellite, on Feb 22.308 (Piro 2001) . The refined position from WFC was centered at RA = 14 h 52 m 12.24 s and DEC = +43 • 00 ′ 43.2 ′′ (J2000) with an error circle of radius 2.5 arcmin (Gandolfi 2001a) . BeppoSax detected the X-ray afterglow in the 1.6-10 keV range about 9 hours after the GRB prompt event (Gandolfi 2001b) . The X-ray afterglow was also observed by the Chandra Observatory about 15 hours after the burst on Feb 22.936 UT (Garmire et al. 2001 ) and again on March 3.54 UTC (Harrison, Yost & Kulkarni 2001) .
The Bepposax observations between 8 and 65 hours since the outburst are reported by in't Zand et al (2001) . Henden (2001a) reported the detection of the optical transient (OT) at about 18th magnitude in V , about 4.4 hours after the burst, located at RA = 14 h 52 m 12 s , DEC = +43 • 01 ′ 0.6 ′′ (J2000). Photometry of the OT has been reported in several GCN circulars and by Masetti et al (2001) , Lee et al (2001) , Sagar et al (2001) and Stanek et al (2001a) . The optical spectrum of the OT showed several absorption line systems superimposed on a power-law continuum (Garnavich et These absorption line systems consisted of red-shifted doublets of Fe II (2585, 2599Å), Mg II (2796, 2803Å) and a host of other lines which indicate basically three intervening absorbers located at z ∼ 0.927, 1.155 and 1.475. The detection of Mg I line and the presence of strong absorption lines of Mg II with equivalent widths of ∼ 1-3Å are generally interpreted as indicating that the GRB occurred in a galaxy at the highest redshift seen, viz. z = 1.475. The equivalent width of the Mg II doublet is particularly large, especially in the system at z = 1.475 (∼ 3Å) which implies a column density of n H ∼ 10 21 atoms cm −2 , if the composition is taken to be universal.
We report here the optical observations made using the recently installed 2-m telescope at the Indian Astronomical Observatory, located in Hanle, Ladakh (78 • 57 ′ 51 ′′ E; 32 • 46 ′ 46 ′′ N; altitude of 4500 m above msl). This set of observations forms one of the first data sets obtained from the telescope on scientific programmes even as the commissioning tests are underway. Also included in the paper are the observations made using the telescopes at the Vainu Bappu Observatory.
Observations and Analysis

Observations
The optical transient (OT) associated with GRB 010222 was observed for ∼ 8 days both from the Indian Astronomical Observatory (IAO) and the Vainu Bappu Observatory (VBO) beginning ∼ 0.6 day after the event.
IAO
R band CCD photometry from IAO was carried out using the optical CCD imager on the recently installed 2-m telescope. The telescope was installed in September 2000 and is undergoing commissioning tests. Details of the observatory and telescope may be obtained from http://www.iiap.ernet.in/iao and also Anupama (2000) . The CCD imager is equipped with Johnson-Cousins UBV RI filters (see Bessell 1990) and a 1024 × 1024 SITe chip of 24µm square pixels covering a field of 4.7 × 4.7 arcmin at the f/9 Cassegrain focus. On Feb 22, four 600s exposures were obtained, while three 600s and two 300s exposures were obtained on Feb 26. The images recorded on Feb 22 are slightly trailed due to tracking and guiding errors, but are usable.
VBO
The OT was observed in the R band on Feb 22 and 23 using the 1-m Zeiss telescope equipped with a CCD imager similar to that in use at IAO. The total field covered at the f/13 Cassegrain focus is 6.5 × 6.5 arcmin.
Using a CCD imager similar to the other two systems, at the f/3.25 prime focus of the 2.3m VBT, the OT was observed in the R and I bands on Feb 24 and 25 and in the R band on Feb 28 and Mar 1 (Cowsik & Bhargavi 2001 ). The total field covered was 10.4 × 10.4 arcmin.
Analysis
We describe in the following, the analysis of the IAO and VBO 1-m data. The details of the VBT data analysis are presented in Bhargavi (2001) .
All images were bias subtracted using the mean value of the nearest bias frames and flatfield corrected using a master flat generated by combining several twilight flats. Often a few processed frames were aligned and combined before extracting magnitudes in order to improve the S/N ratio. These frames are indicated in a single row of Table 1 . It was not possible to perform a PSF fitting to the data obtained from IAO on Feb 22 as the stellar profiles are affected by the tracking and guiding errors. In order to have a uniform mode of magnitude estimation for all sets of data, magnitudes were obtained using aperture photometry and growth curve method. Aperture photometry of the OT and several bright stars in the field was performed using concentric apertures ranging from 1.5 to 12 arcsec diameter centered on the object. Sky background was subtracted using a 1.5 arcsec annulus with an inner radius of 13 arcsec for the OT and 18 arcsec for the brighter stars. Based on a growth curve for the brighter stars, a 6 arcsec aperture was chosen for the photometric measurements. The OT being faint, its magnitude measured from this aperture was found to be severly affected by background and readnoise. Hence the magnitude estimated from the 3 arcsec aperture was used, correcting for the photons from the source outside this aperture (upto 12 arcsec) using a correction factor estimated from the growth curve of the brighter stars. For the Feb 22 data from IAO, an aperture of 4 arcsec was used to account for the poorer image quality. The zero points were determined using star 'A' of Stanek et al. (2001b) whose magnitude was assumed to be R = 17.175 following Henden (2001b) . The magnitudes of other stars in the field were compared with Henden's photometry to ascertain that no systematic errors exist between the two data sets.
The details of observations and derived magnitudes are listed in Table 1 and plotted in Fig. 1 .
R band light curve
The R band light curve of the OT of GRB 010222 is obtained using magnitudes from the following sources: Table 2 .
Results and Discussion
The R light curve shows a broken power-law behaviour with the first phase ending around 10 hours after which the decline became steeper. The curves before and after the break can be fit by power laws
where the time t is measured from the time of GRB detection, i.e. 2001 February 22.3080 (Piro 2001) , and t b is the time of break in the curve. The power law exponents for the two phases are denoted by α 1 (t < t b ) and α 2 (t > t b ). Two linear χ 2 -fits were obtained against log t using the magnitudes in Table 2 . In order to obtain the asymptotic behaviour, the points close to the break between t = 0.3 -0.8 d were excluded. The derived parameters are listed in Table 3 as Model 1. The quoted errors for I 0 and t b are derived using ±1σ errors on α 1 , α 2 , and the intercepts in magnitude. The degree of freedom (ν) is also shown. The fits are shown in Fig. 2 by straight lines.
The following smooth empirical function (cf. Beuermann et al. 1999 ) is often used to fit light curves of optical transients of GRBs.
where s > 1 is a sharpness parameter and increases as the break becomes sharper. We find that such a curve does not describe the data in Table 2 well. We obtain a good fit if we exclude the region t = 0.3 -0.8 d as shown in Model 2 of Table 3 . The χ 2 keeps decreasing as s increases and we have shown the fit for s = 10. The fit is shown by a dotted curve in Fig. 2 . The fit is poorer if we include all the data points in Table 2 as shown as Model 3 in the table. While the smooth fit provides smaller formal errors on the parameters, there is no specific reason to prefer the asymptotic values resulting from this fit to the values derived by linear fits away from the break. Figure 2 shows systematic deviation of the points away from the break which can be reduced only by increasing the value of s. On the other hand, a large value of s recovers the slopes fit by separate straight lines.
The light curve parameters derived above may be compared with the values derived by There appears a drop in the light curve with respect to both the fits around Feb 23.0. The observations of IAO and UPSO both agree in this behaviour and the VBO 1-m magnitudes, though slightly lower, are consistent with other observations. The favoured model for GRB afterglows is synchrotron or inverse Compton scattering of electrons accelerated in a relativistic shock wave expanding in its surrounding medium. The shock decelerates as it sweeps up ambient matter and the emission fades down. A steepening of the light curve has been observed in the optical transients of several GRB sources and has been generally explained either through expansion in a dense medium or in terms of collimated outflows (Rhoads 1999; Sari, Piran & Halpern 1999) . The latter (jet) model is of special interest since it reduces the total energy requirement and increases the actual rate of occurrence of such events. According to this model, the hydrodynamics of the relativistic jet is not influenced by the finite angular size during the early evolution when the Lorentz factor γ > θ −1 0 where θ 0 is the opening angle of the jet in radians. In this case, the light curve behaves similar to the isotropic expansion. However, when γ ∼ θ −1 0 , the sideways expansion of the jet becomes significant and the light curve becomes steeper. The break in the light curve is expected at t j ∼ 6.2(E 52 /n 1 )
where E 52 is the isotropic energy of the ejecta in the units of 10 52 ergs, n 1 is the ambient particle density in cm −3 , assumed to be homogeneous (Sari, Piran & Halpern 1999) . With t b = (1 + z)t j in the observer's frame, we derive
For an isotropic energy of E 52 = 78 (in't Zand et al 2001), the observed value of t b = 10.3 ± 2.6 h, implies a beam angle in the range of 2 • .8 ± 0 • .3 (n 1 = 1) and 16 • ± 1 • .5 (n 1 = 10 6 ). Note that the dependence on n 1 and E 52 is rather weak.
The models of the evolution of the outflow also predict a spectral energy distribution (SED) with a peak either at the characteristic synchrotron frequency (ν m ) or at the cooling frequency (ν c ) depending on whether the cooling is slow or fast (Sari & Esin 2001 ). The spectrum would be self-absorbed below a frequency ν a which generally lies in the radio region. The shape of the spectrum and its time evolution can be determined by a single parameter p, the electron power law distribution index, assuming a homogeneous medium and neglecting the dust extinction. The shape and decay rate of the optical spectrum would then depend on its location with respect to ν c and ν m . We assume in the following that the spectrum is dominated by synchrotron rather than inverse Compton scattering. Kulkarni are slightly lower than expected from these two points. Based on these observations, ν m is estimated to be in the sub-mm region just before the break. Further, the 350 GHz as well as 220 GHz flux remained nearly constant between Feb 22.54 and 24.68 . Such a behaviour is expected when the peak frequency is passing through this spectral region.
The spectrum is expected to rise as ν 2 below the self-absorption frequency ν a , and as ν 1/3 between ν a and the peak of SED. The 22 GHz to 350 GHz spectrum is consistent with the idea that ν a ∼ 22 GHz. Assuming that the spectrum varies as ν −3/4 (see below), as ν 1/3 below the peak in the spectral energy distribution, and as ν −(p−1)/2 above the peak (Sari & Esin 2001) , we estimate ν m ∼ 10 12 Hz and ν c ∼ 10 14 Hz. In the early phase of shock expansion, the electrons are expected to cool fast, in which case, the spectrum peaks at ν c and varies as ν −1/2 until the characteristic synchrotron frequency ν m . In such an event, we expect ν c ∼ 10 12 Hz and ν m slightly greater than 10 14 Hz.
It has been suggested by Lee et al (2001) that the break in R band decay may be caused by the passage of ν m through this spectral region. The JK magnitudes reported by Masetti et al (2001) around 1-2 days after the outburst show little variation in these magnitudes indicative of ν m passing through this region around day 1.0. ν m is expected to drop as t −3/2 in the adiabatic expansion phase, and could have passed through the optical region around the time of the break. However, the observed peak in the submm region would be consistent with this suggestion only if the shock was still in the fast cooling phase. Furthermore, the light curves of Masetti et al (2001) appear fairly achromatic despite limited data in the early phase and thus there is no strong indication of the characteristic frequency passing through the optical region. If we assume that the shock was already in the slow-cooling regime and identify the cooling frequency ν c at 2µm on day 1, following the jet expansion model, the frequency does not change after the break and thus we expect it to be around 10 14 Hz just before the break consistent with the earlier estimate.
Notwithstanding the above arguments for ν opt > ν c , if we consider the possibility that ν m < ν opt < ν c , we expect α 1 = 3(p − 1)/4 and α 2 = p (Sari, Piran & Halpern 1999). The observed slopes yield two estimates of p = 1.72 ± 0.09 and 1.26 ± 0.01, considerably harder than the value of 2.4 obtained for several other GRBs. The optical spectrum is then predicted to vary as ν −β with β = (p − 1)/2. The two estimates of β would then be 0.36 ± 0.05 and 0.131 ± 0.005, considerably flatter than observed.
If we assume, on the other hand, that ν m < ν c < ν opt , we obtain α 1 = (3p − 2)/4 and α 2 = p. The derived values of p are 1.39 ± 0.09 and 1.26 ± 0.01 with the spectral index β = p/2 = 0.70±0.05 and 0.631±0.005. These values are more consistent with each other and can be reconciled with the observed optical spectrum considering that extinction in the host galaxy can modify this spectral region (Lee et al 2001) .
The The expressions for the decay rate exponents derived by Sari, Piran & Halpern (1999) assume an electron power law index of ∼ 2.4. Bhattacharya (2001) has derived expressions for the case of p = 1-2 assuming that there is an upper cutoff in the electron energy spectrum at γ u ∝ Γ q , where Γ is the bulk Lorentz factor of the blast wave, and a single power law between γ m and γ u . The decay rate exponents can then be derived in terms of p and q. Assuming that ν c < ν opt < ν u where ν u is another critical frequency associated with γ u , Eqs (27) and (29) of Bhattacharya (2001) imply 3α 2 = 4α 1 + 2. Since α 2 has been determined well, we derive α 1 = 0.447 using this relation, and derive a value of q ∼ 2 for p ∼ 1.5.
Dai & Cheng (2001), on the other hand, assumed a flat electron energy spectrum that gets steeper after the cooling break at γ c > γ m , and deduced that the light curve of the jet would decay as t −2 irrespective of the value of p as long as it is between the values of 1-2. Observations are at variance with this model suggesting that either the jet model is not applicable, or the electron energy spectrum has a different shape.
It would thus appear that the electron energy spectrum was considerably harder (p ≤ 1.5) for GRB 010222 compared to typical GRBs (p ∼ 2.0 − 2.5) exhibiting steeper decay in the optical. Sagar et al (2001) also reach a similar conclusion from the spectral slope assuming ν c < ν opt . A similar hard spectrum was suggested by Panaitescu (2001) for GRB 000301c. Sari & Esin (2001) provide expressions to estimate the basic parameters of the shock using the break frequencies and maximum flux at a given time, together with the redshift and the luminosity distance for a value of p ∼ 2.2. The luminosity distance to the GRB is 11.5 Gpc for z = 1.475, Ω m = 0.3, Ω Λ = 0.7. Assuming ν m ∼ 800 GHz and ν c ∼ 2 × 10 14 Hz, and f m ∼ 4 mJy, we obtain x, the ratio between inverse Compton luminosity and synchrotron luminosity of 0.22. Recognizing that the spectrum could be modified by some inverse Compton cooling, we obtain from equations (4.13)-(4.16) of Sari & Esin (2001) E 52 = 6.9; ǫ e = 0.023; ǫ B = 0.090; n 1 = 0.14,
where ǫ e and ǫ B are the fractions of explosion energy that go into accelerating the electrons and amplifying the magnetic field behind the shock front, respectively. More detailed computations are required for p ∼ 1.5. Yet, it appears from this example that the ambient density around GRB 010222 is fairly low in comparison with starforming clouds.
We thus suspect that GRB 010222 indeed occurred in a low density medium. The observed column densities of N H ∼ 10 21 cm −2 imply a total path length of 2.3 kpc at this density, larger than the thickness of disks of galaxies, suggesting that the density is higher beyond the vicinity of the precursor.
The low beam angle implies that such outbursts of narrow beam angle (3 • for n 1 = 1) actually occur at a rate 1500 times higher than observed. This is not much higher than inferred for average GRBs with slightly wider beam angles, which has already triggerred an interest to look for their remnants in the local universe (Paczyński 2001) .
Finally, there appear significant deviations in the light curve compared to the power law decay soon after the break. Some deviations were also seen in the case of GRB 000301c (Bhargavi & Cowsik 2000) . Future afterglows should be closely monitored during this phase to check whether this is a common phenomenon.
Summary
The R band photometry of the OT of GRB 010222 performed with the telescopes at IAO, Hanle and VBO, Kavalur is presented here. These measurements together with the photometry reported in the literature show that the R band light curve of GRB 010222 had a sharp break at 10 hours from the outburst with decay rates 0.542 and 1.263 before and after the break. There appears a significant dip in the light curve soon after the break before it settles down with a steeper drop.
Following the standard models of collimated jet outflow, the early break in the light curve implies that the beam had a very narrow opening angle of ∼ 3 • , which would further reduce to ∼ 2 • if the ambient density is ∼ 0.1 cm −3 . This is probably the narrowest observed for any GRB so far.
The decay rates imply a hard spectrum of electron energy distribution (p ∼ 1.5), which is consistent with the a spectral index of β ∼ 0.75 in the optical region. It also appears that the optical band lies above the spectral breaks at ν m and ν c which appear to be in the sub-mm and near-infrared region, respectively, around 8 hours after the outburst.
It would thus appear that GRB 010222 is an example of a high-energy outburst with a narrow jet in a low density medium. Table 3 . A smooth fit corresponding to Model 2 of Table 3 is shown as a dotted curve. 0.542 ± 0.071 0.587 ± 0.010 0.602 ± 0.007 α 2 1.263 ± 0.011 1.236 ± 0.005 1.241 ± 0.003 s -10 4.1 χ 2 (ν) 4.5 (7) , 21 (20) 26 (27) 124 (42) 
